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lead
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HIGHLIGHTS
California’s
annual
job
growth rate outpaced the
nation in seven of the 11
major sectors and in total
nonfarm job growth
Job
growth
rates
in
California’s
Government
sectors rose above levels in
the Service-Providing and
Goods-Producing Sectors
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Don’t Overlook Services in Devising Export
Initiatives

F

oreign trade has certainly become an
incendiary political issue. During last
year’s presidential race, Donald Trump
repeatedly linked the sharp erosion of U.S.
manufacturing employment in recent
decades to the free trade policies of previous
administrations. In Trump’s view, countries
like China and Mexico exploited free trade to
steal millions of good-paying manufacturing
jobs from American workers.
To be sure, concern with the drop in
employment in goods-producing industries
is not unique to Trump. Political leaders of
all
stripes
have
long
championed
manufacturing jobs and devised programs
intended to help businesses sell their
products in foreign markets. Since the mid1980s, state governments have been
especially active in promoting exports.
Although met with mixed results, a few
years ago, the State of California had a
dozen trade offices scattered around the
world to boost foreign sales of California
products.
More recently, metropolitan areas have been
stepping up their efforts to help local
industries sell their goods abroad. The Global
Cities Initiative organized by the Brookings
Institution has been assisting cities around
the country – including San Diego, Los
Angeles, Fresno, and Sacramento – to
devise strategies for expanding exports
while also attracting foreign investment.
Given an almost universal desire to create
manufacturing jobs, most local and regional
trade programs tend to obsess about exports
of goods. What’s almost always overlooked,
though, are exports of services.
What are service exports? A service export
occurs when a Los Angeles architect designs
a new office building in China; when
Sacramento lobbyist represents a German

company before a
state
regulatory
agency; when a San
Diego software firm
writes a customized
computer program for
a Brazilian department
store chain; when
Jock O’Connell
Beacon Economics
a
foreign
student
enrolls at UCLA or
Humboldt State; or even when a French
tourist loses a bundle at a Yuba County
casino. The common thread is that they all
involve a transfer of foreign funds to the U.S.
in return for a service.
How valuable are service exports? Last year,
U.S. service exports totaled some $750
billion against $490 billion in service imports
-- a tidy $260 billion surplus.
In several metro areas in California, exports
of services are larger than their exports of
manufactured goods. San Francisco and Los
Angeles both fall in this category.
But it’s not just the state’s big cities that
have thriving service export trades. The
Sacramento region, for example, earns more
from its service exports than from its exports
of goods. Data compiled by Brookings show
that the state capital’s service export trade
accounted for 57% of the region’s total of
$7.39 billion in exports in 2015. While the
Fresno metro area’s export trade is topped
by agricultural exports ($1.45 billion in
2015), the value of its service exports
($1.11 billion) exceeded its manufactured
exports ($981 million).
What’s the moral here? That it’s just not the
conventional trade in goods that is at stake.
Services matter, and any local or regional
export promotion program that ignores this
fact will probably wind up missing the boat.
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Q4 2016 Economic Snapshot
Annual Nonfarm Job Growth Rate By State

Highlights
 California saw the number of

Nonfarm payroll jobs increase by
2.3 percent in the 12 months
ending December 2016, ranking
13th among all states and
dropping out of the upper tier.
 Following the trend of the past

three quarters, the highest job
growth rates are centered in the
western region with California
rising to the upper tier.
 Oregon experienced the largest

increase in job growth rate
surpassing Florida to be ranked
first among the states.
 14 states saw a slight weakening

of job growth rate from last
quarter
with
the
sharpest
decline realized in Wyoming,
the lowest ranked state in the
fourth quarter.

State Annual Nonfarm Job Growth Rate

Highlights
 California’s annual job growth

rate was fairly steady throughout
the fourth quarter with a slight
decline in December.
 Nevada has seen a significantly

positive trend in job growth rate
in the past quarter after a steep
decline in early October.
 Oregon continues to lead the

Western states in its job growth
rate for the majority of 2016
despite a downward trend in the
last quarter.
 Arizona job growth rates have

continued to fall in the last two
quarters, falling below the
national average.

Q4 2016 Economic Snapshot
California Annual Industry Segment Job Growth Rate

Highlights
 Job growth in California’s Service-

Providing sectors, comprising 87
percent of Nonfarm jobs, has
reached a stable level with only a
slight downward trend following
a sharp decline in mid-2016.
 Growth

in
Goods-Producing
sectors continued to plummet in
the past month after a short burst
in growth in late October.

 Job

growth in Government
sectors rose above levels in the
Service-Providing and GoodsProducing Sectors, reaching a
relatively steady level after a
strong recovery from August to
October.

California & United States Annual Major Sector Job Growth Rate

Highlights
 California’s annual job growth

rate outpaced the nation in seven
of the 11 major sectors and in
total nonfarm job growth, with
positive job growth in all but two
sectors.
 The most robust state job growth

rate occurred in Education and
Health Services, Leisure &
Hospitality, and Government.
 Job

growth
rates
in
the
manufacturing
sector
were
negative for the state and nation,
with a sharper decrease in job
growth for the state as reflecting
the growing uncertainty in the
global market.

Q4 2016 Economic Snapshot
California Absolute Annual Job Gains and Losses

Highlights
 More than 342,000 Nonfarm jobs

were added in California in the
12 months prior, accounting for
just over 17 percent of the
nation’s job growth.
 California’s absolute job gains

were strongest in Educational and
Health Services, led by growth
in employment in colleges,
universities and professional
schools.
 Slowed growth in the Professional

and Business Services Sector
resulted from slower than usual
growth in Administrative, Support
and Waste Services employment.

State Annual Average Unemployment Rate

Highlights
 California’s

annual
average
unemployment rate of 5.5
percent in December marks a
slight improvement from last
quarter, but still remains in the
lower tier.

 High

unemployment
rates
continue to concentrate in the
west—containing five of the
lowest tier states with Idaho and
Utah the only states located
in the upper tier for both job
growth and unemployment.

 Twenty-six percent of Californians

have been out of work for more
than 27 weeks, a figure that is
still higher than the national
average.
 California’s “real” unemployment,

accounting for underemployed
and marginally attached workers,
was 11 percent, also higher than
the nation.

Q4 2016 Economic Snapshot
Annual Nonfarm Job Growth Rate for Metropolitan and
Non-Metropolitan Areas

Highlights
 Amador and Mono Counties had

the highest annual job growth
rates of all state markets in
December 2016 at 6.9 and 6.8
percent, respectively.
 The

metro of Los Angeles
continued
its
downward
trajectory from last quarter,
falling to the lower-middle job
growth rate tier.

 Alpine County, ranked third last

quarter, has fallen to the lower
tier with a job loss rate of 7.8
percent.
 While neither metro was in the

upper tier in terms of job growth
rates, the San Francisco and Los
Angeles metros accounted for an
increase of 136,600 jobs, or 30
percent of the state’s absolute
job growth.

California Large MSA Annual Nonfarm Job Growth Rate

Highlights
 Following

a decline midway
through the year, five of the six
largest metros have shown signs
of recovery the past two months.

 San Jose’s annual job growth rate

continues to lead other large
metros, though Sacramento has
further risen above the other
metros to remain the second
highest metro.
 Riverside has risen to the third

highest job growth rate with a
marked improvement in the
previous quarter.
 Los Angeles continues to fall

below other major California
metros with slowing job growth
in
most
major
industry
categories.

Q4 2016 Economic Snapshot
Annual Average Unemployment Rate for Metropolitan and
Non-Metropolitan Areas

Highlights
 Twenty markets had rates below

6 percent, placing nearly one half
of all California markets near full
employment levels.
 Tuolumne reported unemployment

rates lower than the four Bay
Area markets, which have been
the highest ranked markets for
the other quarters in 2016.
 Although

they have shown
marked
improvement
since
last
quarter,
the
highest
unemployment rates again fell
to the El Centro metro and
markets clustered in the San
Joaquin region.

State Leading Index 2015

Highlights
 The State Leading Index indicator

predicts the six-month growth
rate of the Coincident Index for
each state that combines several
indicators summarizing current
conditions in the economy.
 California’s leading index ranked

21st overall in December 2016,
dropping California to the UpperMiddle Tier. Economic conditions
may improve within the next
quarter.


Economic trends to follow:
 It remains to be seen whether

and how Trump administration
policies will affect California’s
trade
and
labor
outlooks,
including service sector exports
as highlighted in lead article to
the snapshot.
 Housing

starts,
industrial
production, and the Philadelphia
Fed’s business outlook index all
suggest the Fed may tighten
policies.

For questions regarding the report findings, please contact Sean Fisher, EPS Research Analyst, at (916) 649-8010 or sfisher@epssac.com.
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